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from which the electric leads throughout the vessel directly or indirectly receive their electric power is a switchboard.
(b) Each switchboard must have a
driphood or an equivalent means of
protecting against falling liquid.
(c) Nonconductive deck materials,
mats, or gratings must be provided in
front of each switchboard.
(d) If the switchboard is accessible
from the rear, nonconductive deck material, mats, or gratings must be provided in the rear of the switchboard.
(e) Metal cases of instruments and
secondary windings of instrument
transformers must be grounded.
(f) Each switchboard must be placed
in a location that is accessible, adequately ventilated, and as dry as practicable. All uninsulated current carrying parts must be mounted on nonabsorbent, noncombustible, high dielectric insulating material.
(g) Each switchboard must be of the
dead front type.
(h) Each switchboard must have front
and, if accessible from the back, rear
non-conducting hand rails except on
vessels where the surrounding bulkheads and decks are of an insulating
material such as fiberglass or wood.

(c) Each cable entering a box or fitting must be protected from abrasion,
and must meet the following requirements:
(1) Each opening through which conductors enter must be adequately
closed.
(2) Cable armor must be secured to
the box or fitting.
(3) In damp or wet locations, each
cable entrance must be watertight.
(d) The enclosures of all equipment
must be permanently grounded to the
metal hull of the vessel by the mounting bolts or other means. Cable armor
must not be used as the normal
grounding means.
(e) On a nonmetallic vessel, the enclosures must be bonded to a common
ground by a normal noncurrent carrying conductor.
(f) On a nonmetallic vessel, where a
ground plate is provided for radio
equipment it must be connected to the
common ground.
(g) Except as provided in paragraph
(i) of this section, each armored cable
must have a metallic covering that is—
(1) Electrically and mechanically
continuous; and
(2) Grounded at each end of the run
to—
(i) The metal hull; or
(ii) The common ground required by
paragraph (e) of this section on nonmetallic vessels.
(h) In lieu of being grounded at each
end of the run as required by paragraph
(g) of this section, final sub-circuits
may be grounded at the supply end
only.
(i) All equipment, including switches,
fuses, lampholders, etc., must be of a
type designed for the proper potential
and be so identified.
(j) Except as provided in paragraph
(l) of this section, each junction box,
connection box, and outlet box, must
have an internal depth of at least 11⁄2
inches.
(k) For a box incorporated in a fixture having a volume of not less than
20 cubic inches, the depth may be decreased to not less than 1 inch.
(l) Each conductor, except a fixture
wire within a box, must have a free
space computed using the volume per
conductor given in Table 169.680(l). If a
fitting or device such as a cable clamp,

§ 169.679 Wiring for power and lighting circuits.
Wiring for each power and lighting
circuit must meet subpart 111.60 of this
chapter.
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§ 169.680 Installation of wiring
power and lighting circuits.

for

(a) Wiring must be run as high as
practicable above the bilges.
(b) Each cable installed where particularly susceptible to damage such as
locations in way of doors, hatches, etc,
must be protected by removable metal
coverings, angle irons, pipe, or other
equivalent means. All metallic coverings must be electrically continuous
and grounded to the metal hull or common ground, and all coverings such as
pipe that may trap moisture must be
provided with holes for drainage.
Where cable protection is carried
through a watertight deck or bulkhead,
the installation must maintain the watertight integrity of the structure.
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§ 169.683
circuit supplies, means must be provided for locking the disconnect device
in the ‘‘open’’ position.
(c) For circuits protected by fuses,
the disconnect switch required for
fuses in § 169.683(b) of this chapter is
adequate for disconnecting the circuit
from the supply.
(d) The disconnect means may be in
the same enclosure with motor controllers.
(e) Disconnect means must be provided to open all conductors of generator and shore power cables.

hickey, switch or receptacle is contained in the box, each fitting or device
must count as one conductor.
TABLE 169.680(l)
Size of conductor A.W.G.

Free space for each conductor in box, cubic inches

14 ...............................................
12 ...............................................
8 .................................................
1 .................................................

2.0
2.25
2.50
3.0
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(m) Each junction box, connection
box, and outlet box for use in a damp
or wet location must be of watertight
construction.
(n) Each lighting fixture must be
constructed in accordance with the requirements of Subchapter J of this
chapter.
(o) A separate circuit from the
switchboard must be provided for each
radiotelephone installation.
(p) Knife switches must be so placed
or designed that gravity or vibration
will not tend to close them. Knife
switches, unless of the double throw
type, must be connected so that the
blades are dead when the switch is in
the open position.
(q) Circuits must be connected to the
fuse end of switches and to the coil end
of circuit breakers, except that generator leads or incoming feeders may be
connected to either end of circuit
breakers.
(r) Receptacle outlets and attachment plugs for the attachment of portable lamps, tools, and similar apparatus supplied as ship’s equipment and
operating at 100 volts or more, must
provide a grounding pole and a grounding conductor in the portable cord to
ground the non-current carrying metal
parts of the apparatus.
(s) Receptacle outlets of the type providing a grounded pole must be of a
configuration that will not permit the
dead metal parts of portable apparatus
to be connected to a live conductor.

[CGD 83–005, 51 FR 896, Jan. 9, 1986; 51 FR
10632, Mar. 28, 1986]

§ 169.682 Distribution
loads.

and

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, the connected load
on a lighting branch circuit must not
exceed 80 percent of the rating of the
overcurrent protective device, computed using the greater of—
(1) The lamp sizes to be installed; or
(2) 50 watts per outlet.
(b) Circuits supplying electrical discharge lamps must be computed using
the ballast input current.
(c) The branch circuit cables for
motor and lighting loads must be no
smaller than No. 14 AWG.
§ 169.683
eral.

Overcurrent protection, gen-

(a) Overcurrent protection must be
provided for each ungrounded conductor for the purpose of opening the
electric circuit if the current reaches a
value that causes an excessive or dangerous temperature in the conductor or
conductor insulation.
(b) Disconnect means must be provided on the supply side of and adjacent to all fuses for the purpose of deenergizing the fuses for inspection and
maintenance purposes. All disconnect
means must open all ungrounded conductors of the circuit simultaneously.
(c) Each conductor, including a generator lead and shore power cable,
must be protected in accordance with
its current-carrying capacity.
(d) If the allowable current-carrying
capacity of a conductor does not correspond to a standard size fuse, the
next larger size or rating may be used

§ 169.681 Disconnect switches and devices.
(a) Externally operable switches or
circuit breakers must be provided for
motor and controller circuits and must
open all ungrounded conductors of the
circuit.
(b) If the disconnect means is not
within sight of the equipment that the
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